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How did it start

The functional working group started their work in December 2014. 

Our task was to define the functional and user requirements for a 
generic radio communication system, independent of technology and 
with focus on the operational perspective.

The group started with a User Requirements Specification (URS) which 
was based on EIRENE (v1.1). After some meetings FWG concluded 
that this was the wrong start, so we started all over again with a blank 
sheet.

The new approach is railway application based.
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What is the scope of the URS

The scope of the URS is to define a set of technology independent user 
requirements for the next generation radio system. The aim is to cover 
all global operational communication needs within the railway sector, 
including urban, suburban, regional and long distance. 
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How did we do it

With a group of experienced railway representatives, from both IM and 
RU side, and with ERA as observer, we have created:

⇒ 8 Fundamental principles which are used to define the outline and 
the characteristic’s of the new system

⇒ Defined Communication applications and Support applications

⇒ Categorized the applications in Critical, Performance and Business

⇒ And in total 58 railway applications were specified (URS v2.0) 
release June 2016.

⇒ Each application consists of a description, rationale, which users, 
functional attributes, usability criteria and communication attributes.
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How did we do it

The URS v2.0 was widely review by the sector. Around 800 comments 
were process by FWG from individual IM’s and RU’s, from ERA, for 
EIM and CER but also vendors like KCC, Nokia and Huawei.

Most comments were received from the European sector. With the UIC 
General Assembly decision of Dec 2016 the FRMCS project became a 
global project. Now non-European sector members started joining the 
project (like China, India and Korea).

This has resulted in an update of the URS in January 2018, as v3.0.0, 
with in total 68 railway applications. The URS is published on the UIC 
website and is open for everybody in the railway sector.
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URS planning and review

Please note that the URS is never “final”. FWG will continue to receive 
review comments and process them. Next URS v4.0.0 is planned Jan 
2019.

So please review the URS!!! You will directly contribute to the future 
solution!

See https://uic.org/frmcs and use “Review form for URS 3.0.0”.
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From URS to Functional use cases

After the delivery of a stable URS, the FWG created for every 
application, both communication and support, the Functional use case 
definition.

The 3GPP approach was used to create the functional use cases:
⇒ Description
⇒ Pre-conditions
⇒ Service flows
⇒ Post-conditions
⇒ HMI related criteria

This work is nearly completed. Document FU-7110 “FRMCS Functional 
use cases” is expected to be published end 2018 on the UIC website.
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Why did we create functional use cases

It is important that the needs of the railways are clearly specified in use 
cases. This is relevant for standardization (3GPP) but also later for 
testing and acceptance.

Based on the functional use case input, the use cases we transferred 
into the 3GPP template including a section on potential requirements.

Before sending the use cases to 3GPP, a review cycle with ETSI TC RT
is performed. After amendments and approval, the use cases are send 
to 3GPP SA1.

This process applies for both functional use cases (from FWG) and 
system principle use cases (ATWG).
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Achievements and next steps

With the creation of the User Requirements Specification and the 
Functional use cases, the FRMCS project has a stable and consistent 
set of requirements which form a stable basis for the future solution.

(one of the) next steps of the project, creation of the Functional 
Requirements Specification (FRS) and the System Requirements 
Specification (SRS), (partly as input to the CCS TSI update work of 
ERA) can now be based on the real user needs.

Both FWG and ATWG have started the work already on FRS and SRS 
and the first versions are to be expected next year.

We are looking forward to further cooperate with the railway sector!!
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Thanks you for your attention.

Erik.vanbommel@prorail.nl , +31 6 45 67 68 65.
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